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Spin Motion in a Magnetic Storage Ring
Thomas-BMT Equation: d~Sdt =


















~E/c + ~β × ~B
)
Standard Model: ~d = η q~2mc
~S ≈ 10−32 ecm ⇔ η ≈ 10−16


















Spin Motion in a Magnetic Storage Ring
Thomas-BMT Equation: d~Sdt =


















~E/c + ~β × ~B
)
Standard Model: ~d = η q~2mc
~S ≈ 10−32 ecm ⇔ η ≈ 10−16
spin precession around main dipole’s guiding field
spin tune νS = γG






















Spin Motion in a Magnetic Storage Ring
Thomas-BMT Equation: d~Sdt =




















Standard Model: ~d = η q~2mc
~S ≈ 10−32 ecm ⇔ η ≈ 10−16
motional electric field pointing to the ring’s center
⇒ tilts precession axis in case of non-vanishing
EDM contribution
























Generating an EDM Signal
utilize beam with spins oriented in the horizontal plane
modulate spin precession with vertical magnetic RF field in phase
with the spin precession
⇒ additional precession every turn
frequency spectrum of spin precession picks up a zero component
together with tilted precession axis this will cause a continuous
build-up of vertical spin component
! minimize beam disturbances by RF field
⇒ utilize Wien-Filter configuration∗
[∗ W. M. Morse, Y. F. Orlov and Y. K. Semertzidis, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 16, 114001 (2013)]
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The RF ExB Dipole in Wien-Filter Configuration









Parameters RF B dipole
PRMS / W 90
Iˆ / A 5∫
Bˆx dl / Tmm 0.175
fRF range / kHz 629 - 1170
Parameters RF E dipole
PRMS / W 90
∆Uˆ / kV 2∫
Eˆy dl / kV 24.1
fRF range / kHz 629 - 1060


















The RF ExB Dipole in Wien-Filter Configuration





























































































COSY as Spin Physics R&D Facility
RF ExB dipoleRF solenoid
fast, continuous
polarimetry
experiments with ~d @ 970 MeV/c
G = −0.142⇒ γG = −0.161
frev = 750 kHz ⇒
























COSY as Spin Physics R&D Facility
RF ExB dipoleRF solenoid
fast, continuous
polarimetry
experiments with ~d @ 970 MeV/c
G = −0.142⇒ γG = −0.161
frev = 750 kHz ⇒
fS = 120 kHz
fRF = frev|n − γG|; n ∈ Z
n 0 1 -1 2 -2
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beam polarization⇔ average over all particles’ spins
massive carbon target with slow extraction⇒ long observation time
polarization⇒ rate asymmetries in 12C(~d, d) : Py ∝ Nleft−NrightNleft+Nright
RF ExB dipole: localized radial magnetic field⇒ tilt of ~Ω
RF field in phase with spin precession⇒ accumulation of spin kicks
continuous rotation of ~P ⇒ oscillation of Py
Beam
Target



















beam polarization⇔ average over all particles’ spins
massive carbon target with slow extraction⇒ long observation time
polarization⇒ rate asymmetries in 12C(~d, d) : Py ∝ Nleft−NrightNleft+Nright
RF ExB dipole: localized radial magnetic field⇒ tilt of ~Ω
RF field in phase with spin precession⇒ accumulation of spin kicks



























 / ndf 2χ
 81.37 / 95
cos Offset  0.0019± 0.1971 
cos Phase  11.85± -30.71 
cos Freq / Hz 
 0.0076± 0.2896 
exp scale 
 0.00774± 0.04851 
 / s τexp 
 1.68±  6.64 
t / s











: 6.6399 sτRun3577 |  fPy: 0.2896 Hz, 
 / ndf 2χ
 81.98 / 95
cos Offset  0.0020± 0.1429 
cos Phase  4.81± -28.74 
cos Freq / Hz 
 0.0036± 0.2167 
exp scale 
 0.0104± 0.1202 
 / s τexp 
 0.574± 4.753 
t / s











: 4.7532 sτRun3584 |  fPy: 0.2167 Hz, 
 / ndf 2χ
 121.9 / 95
cos Offset  0.00196± 0.02555 
cos Phase  4.50± -73.03 
cos Freq / Hz 
 0.0030± 0.2011 
exp scale 
 0.0086± 0.1483 
 / s τexp 
 0.43±  4.68 
t / s











: 4.6804 sτRun3585 |  fPy: 0.2011 Hz, 
 / ndf 2χ
 85.36 / 95
cos Offset  0.0020± 0.1751 
cos Phase  8.89± -54.03 
cos Freq / Hz 
 0.0053± 0.2827 
exp scale 
 0.01024± 0.05332 
 / s τexp 
 2.337± 6.773 
t / s
























0.4  / ndf 
2χ
 4.811 / 3
Curvature  9.91e+04±1.73e+06 
Minimum at  5.632e-06± 871.4 







 = 871.427713 kHzRF = 0.2012 Hz at fminfPy
total spin flip only on resonance⇒ average polarization→ 0
minimum of vertical polarization oscillation frequency
! measurement of resonance strength ε =
fPymin
frev


















Determination of Lorentz Force Compensation
RF Wien-Filter at fRF = (−1 + νs)frev = 871 427.74 Hz
RF Wien-Filter: fPy ∝ 1+G4piγ
∫
Bˆ⊥ dl




RF-dipole: fPy ∝ 1+γG4pi
∫
Bˆ⊥ dl
Bρ + interference from beam oscillations
∗
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versatile RF ExB dipole prototype minimal excitation of coherent
beam oscillations has been successfully commissioned
rotated version with vertical magnetic field scheduled for
commissioning at the end of 2015
⇒ systematic studies for disentangeling possible EDM signals from
imperfection background
Tuesday, March 10, 18:00 (HS1) Artem Saleev: Systematic
studies of spin dynamics in preparation for the EDM searches
Thursday, March 12, 14:30 (HS 1) Fabian Hinder: Development
of new Beam Position Monitors at COSY
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RF ExB Setup for Field Compensation
move betatron sideband onto
RF frequency for max.
sensitivity
polarimeter target directly above
beam limits acceptance
⇒ exited part of beam is removed
⇒ diagnosis with COSY beam
current transformer
determination of amplitudes and
phase corresponding to Lorentz
force compensation down to per
mille!









Phase Scan @ 30% Output Amplitude, Natural Beamloss (38.2±1.1)%
fQy = 871.52 kHz, f = 871.4282 kHz, Î RF-B = (232.6±0.6) mA, Û RF-E = (132.0±0.3) V









beam loss w. o. RF ExB 38.2 ± 1.1 %
preliminary data









Amplitude Scan @ 30% Output Amplitude, Natural Beamloss (38.2±1.1)%
fQy = 871.52 kHz, f = 871.4282 kHz, Î RF-B = (232.5±0.6) V, Input φ(E-B) = 90°









beam loss w. o. RF ExB 38.2 ± 1.1 %
preliminary data


















Thomas-BMT Equation in Case of an RF Wien-Filter
consider device with pure radial
magnetic and vertical electric field
adjust net Lorentz force to zero









~Ω = (1 + γG)~B +












particles sample localized RF field once each turn at orbit angle θ
⇒ b(θ) = ∫ Bˆ dz cos( fRFfrev θ + φ)∑∞n=−∞ δ(θ − 2pin)


















Resonance Strength of an RF Wien-Filter
intrinsic resonance strength given by spin rotation by turn, calculate























±iφδ(n − K ∓ fRFfrev )
spin tune ≈ γG, resonance at every sideband with
K != γG = n ± fRFfrev ⇔ fRF = frev|n − γG|; n ∈ Z
d at 970 MeV/c: frev = 750.603 kHz; γG = −0.16098
n 0 1 -1 2 -2
fRF/ kHz 120 629 871 1380 1621
[* S. Y. Lee, 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.9.074001 (2006)]
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